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A wonderful collection of 11 comedy and novelty golf songs...very original. These are songs all golfers will

love in a wide variety of musical styles including rhythm  blues, country, folk...even a reggae song called

"Golfing In Paradise". This is THE 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Folk Rock, POP: 70's Pop Details: Glen

Everhart has been writing great songs for over 20 years! Making his living as a musical comedian and

traveling nationwide with his own unique brand of audience interractive comedy, "The One Putt Strut" is

his the culmination of his career as a comic songwriter and golfer. Unlike so-called parody CD's, Glen's

songs are 100 original, and full of great hooks, memorable choruses, witty lyrics, and catchy, singable

melodies! They make for wonderful background music at golf tournaments and events, in the pro-shop, or

country club bar and grill. And "The One Putt Stut" is the perfect gift for any golfer because it's funny and

completely non-offensive. You can visit Glen's websites for more information...gleneverhart.com, and

oneputtstrut.com. Here's a brief description of each song: "Golfing In Paradise"...Perfect inspiration for

your golf getaway vacation! A tropical, pop-reggae song all about the feeling of having fun on a beautiful

resort course. Listen once, it's in your head forever! "Be The Ball"...A rhythm and blues ode to all things

Caddyshack, complete with the "na-na-na-na...wa-wa-wa-wa's from Chevy Chase on the putting green! A

"must hear" for all Caddyshack fans. "My Friend Mulligan"...a true Irish song all about our friend Mulligan

and what he can do for you! "Golf Is Such an Easy Game"...a sarcastic song describing the excruciating

detail of the golf swing and how much golfers have and think about, with an extremely catchy chorus that

mentions 11 all-time great golfers and their trademark skills. "The One Putt Strut"...a rockin' song about

the quirky dances golfers create when the drain a long putt. "Slackin'  Hackin"...a jazz piano song all

about the excuses golfers make to skip work and play golf. "Welcome to the Big Tour"...a rock number

about life on tour and how tough the courses can be...this one will wake you up! "The Chance to Shoot

His Age"...inspired by playing golf with a 72 year old friend who shot a 75, this is a touching ballad about

the toughest (and last) challenge in golf, shooting your age. "The Dream"...an embellished story of how I

fell asleep watching the U.S. Open and dreamed of beating Tiger at Pebble Beach. I included as many
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golf cliches and slang terminology as I could squeeze into one song. "The Baney Open"...for twenty-one

years, my chief golfing rival holds a tournament for his friends to try and beat him, and for twenty-one

years (and counting) I've found a way to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory. This song tells the tale in

a hilarious way. "Trouble In the Gorse"...a shot by shot telling of Jean Van De Velde falling apart at the

Open Championship at Carnoustie. It's a sad story, but makes a good song, even if you already know the

ending.
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